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“ Celebrate  life’s simplest pleasure with Monginis”



Our Story
Our journey began with one humble shop in Fort, Mumbai and grew to over one
thousand locations throughout India under the inspiring vision of our founder, Hussein
Khorakiwala in the early 1956. Since then, our family has combined their years of
experience with the vision of a community of collaborative shop owners, suppliers and
other partners working together to create a brand name in the market to grow their
business to what it is today.
In order to achieve this, the family offers franchises to budding entrepreneurs &
distributors partnering with them to ensure success and excellence.



VISION, PURPOSE, MISSION, VALUEs
VISION
“…..that monginis be a part of every celebration in India.”

PURPOSE
“To help people express their happiness in a memorable way.”

MISSION
“To make monginis a part of all celebration.”

VALUES
 All their products and services shall be offered with the same love, care and affection as if, they 

were meant for our most beloved person.

 Good intentions in dealing with one another amongst the stakeholders breed good products and 

services. 



Business strategy
There exclusive Cake Shop Business run across 200 different product categories. 
Monginis endeavors to offer high quality products, impeccable customer service and 
value for money.

From the Self service shelves to Cool Counters, Monginis Cake Shops have Custom Design 
cakes of any shape, size and flavor to your liking. Cake Shops also have “Deep Freezer” 
for fresh Cakes.

Challenge : “ You dream it , we will create it.” 





Our Secret
Monginis only uses the finest ingredients in its products, ensuring the goods that we 
send out into the market are of the utmost quality. Monginis believes in order to give 
the Real taste of any product, real ingredients should be used & not cheaper substitutes. 
Our production includes a highly-customized, automated system but does not forego the 
importance of the human touch, while still adhering to strict quality control measures 
at every stage of production, packaging, and delivery.
Combining technology and people is what ensures that our products are the best.
Without our dedicated, skilled, and loyal team members, Monginis would not be where it
is today.





Welcome to Mongiland: Where kids can bake 

their cake and eat it too!






